It is now well established that even in thin film X-ray microanalysis absorption and sometimes fluorescence corrections are needed to acquire accurate quantitative data. In the plane parallel foil model an absorption correction already requires three external parameters : the foil thickness, the density and the take-off angle of the X-rays. The classical fluorescence corrections of Tixier [1, 2] and Nockolds [3] all derived for a plane parallel foil, require even more parameters and are therefore generally omitted. Moreover the models strongly disagree on the correction amplitudes and the hypothetical plane parallel shape is seldomly encountered in experimental situations.
The secondary or fluorescence emission of a spectral line can always be expanded in terms of T, the mass thickness of the specimen defined along the optical axis of the microscope. Computer simulations of this secondary radiation in wedge shaped specimens revealed that this polynomial in T without constant term, is smooth and that the first or linear term is directly proportional with the wedge angle a [4, 5] . To evaluate this influence of the specimen shape on the secondary emission, simulations for a Cu-50 at% Cr alloy are shown in figure 1 for diflerent wedge angles (a = 0°, 10°, 20°, 30° and 40°). This graph shows the dramatic increase in fluorescence emission with increasing wedge angle. For a thickness of 50 nm, a thickness very common in transmission or scanning transmission electron microscopy the secondary emission is twice as important for a wedge of 10° as for a plane parallel foil whereas for a wedge of 40° this intensity is already six times as large. Fig. 1 . -Secondary or fluorescence radiation in wedge shaped targets (Cu-50at% Cr) [4] . The slope of the curves in the origin (0,0) is directly proportional with the wedge angle a.
In other words, a very modest change in the shape of the specimen can have a large influence on the secondary emission. This confirms our conviction that no fluorescence correction can be entirely satisfactory unless the exact shape of the specimen is introduced in the correction procedure.
Since X-rays can propagate considerable distances in the specimen when compared with the typical dimensions of the primary excitation volume, the secondary excitation volume will be some orders of magnitude larger than the primary one. As a consequence the specimen shape should not only be known in the neighbourhood of the electron irradiated area but in a much larger area, typically some tenths of a millimeter or even more in diameter. Even if a fluorescence correction procedure based on an on-line computer simulation for an arbitrary target geometry would be developed in the future it remains extremely doubtful whether it will ever be feasible to determine the exact specimen shape over such a large area for a routine analysis.
Tb overcome the practical problems enumerated above an alternative correction procedure has been developed capable of correcting for absorption and for fluorescence to a large extend and was called the parameterless correction method [6] [7] [8] . 2 Equation (3) can also be expanded in a power series in T and in the case of wedge shaped specimens, computer simulations showed that the linear term is proportional to the wedge angle [5] .
The total intensity Ix of element X is given by the sum of (2) and (4) (11) and (12) it is clear that strictly speaking the extrapolated value of the uncorrected mass concentration ratio (11) is not equal to the exact ratio (12 (11) and (12) it is clear that for T or
Ix approaching zero (CA/CB)' == (CA/CB) without any assumption.
The equations for primary (1) and secondary (3) emission are derived by assuming a one dimensional excitation volume along the optical axis. Actually the one dimensional integration along the optical axis from 0 to T should be replaced by a three dimensional integration over the real excitation volume. However, this would not affect the conclusions of the parameterless correction method since T is then simply replaced by V the real excitation volume. Equation (5) then becomes :
and consequently :
With equations (15) and (16) a completely analogous derivation is possible as with equations (3) and (7) . The intensity of two elements A and B now reads :
and :
All the conclusions drawn in the previous paragraph remain valid. The reason why the initial reasoning was carried out with the mass thickness T instead of the excitation volume V is that in transmission or scanning transmission electron microscopy the notion mass thickness is more common than the notion excitation volume. It is indeed easier to claim that two spectra were taken at différent (mass) thicknesses than with différent excitation volumes. The mass thickness of an area can be directly associated with the transparancy of it while by no means the excitation volume (size and intensity) can be visualized. IA and lE are the measured intensities and A and F are respectively the absorption and fluorescence correction factors. The classical notation I(x) (x = J.LeCosec 0) for the absorption correction of a peak will not be used here since strictly speaking it is only valid for a plane parallel foil, and it could lead to confusion with fluorescence correction terms. "ax" and "fX" respectively denote the absorption and fluorescence corrections of the peak of element X and are defined as follows : and I0X is the total primary emission of a specific line of element X generated in the specimen. The definitions (20) and (21) can be transformed with equations (1) and (3) : Equations (22) and (23) can be expanded in power series in T :
The respective ratios for two elements A and B read :
Using (26) (Fig. 2) . The primary radiation of element Y generated in the tip of the wedge reads (see (37)) :
The fraction of this radiation reaching the element of volume dV in the wedge equals :
where dÇ2 is the solid angle spanned by the element of volume dV andyy the mass absorption coefficient of the ¡-line of element Y. In dV the X-atoms will absorb a certain primary intensity of element Y equal to : u u x is the mass absorption coefficient of the y-line in a target consisting of pure X atoms and dlrl is the distance travelled by the primary Y-radiation in dV. The secondary radiation of element X generated in dV and emitted towards the detector reads : Since this ratio is independent of T it equals the limit as T approaches zero. To evaluate the magnitude of equation (44) numerical data acquired with computer simulations of fluorescence radiation in wedge shaped targets will be used [5] . For The ionization cross section ratio 03C8iY (Eo) /03C8jX (Eo) can be approximated with the BETHE for- (9) . However, when the degree of the fitted polynomial is too high the curve fit will lose its physical significance, because of the statistical fluctuations of the experimental points. The exirapolation to net peak zero then becomes hazardous. On the other hand a systematic error can also be induced when the degree of the fit is too low. As an example the spectra for figure 3 were taken in a very thin area so that a linear curve fit seems sufficient.
Although a linear regression is sufficient in most of the cases, especially when the spectra are acquired in transparant areas of the specimen, it can be inadequate for systems with a strongly absorped element. Then BAB1 is not negligible (Eq. (9)) and a parabolic curve fit is needed. Figure 4 shows an example were the linear fit clearly fails. It is again a Cr-Al alloy and the 9 spectra were taken till just over the transparancy limit at 100 kV Figure 4 shows a linear fit with the 6 first points and a parabolic fit with all the points (9) . Moreover a situation where a parabolic fit is inadequate was never encountered. Finally it is to the operators common sense to judge whether a linear or parabolic fit is to be used for a specific analysis. When only transparant areas are analysed one of both will always be adequate to extrapolate the corrected mass concentration ratio. [14] . The structure and composition of the surface can also be modified by the electron beam (radiation damage). Since these layers contain the same elements as the bulk their influence on the X-ray spectra is intrinsic and cannot be eliminated easily. However the parameterless correction method often enables to trace them since these intrinsic surface layers are approximately uniformly thick and their relative influence increases with decreasing specimen thickness. As a consequence the extrapolation curve for an element X will exhibit a sudden bend for decreasing specimen thickness.
In other words, a deviation from linearity on the left hand side of the experimental curve is an indication for a surface layer. If figure 5 shows the 9 first contamination spots in profile from which could be deduced that the wedge angle is approximately 11.5°. 6.2 THE Fe-Ni SYSTEM. -Iron-nickel alloys are strongly fluorescing materials. The energy of the Ni-Ka peak (7.47 keV) is sufficient to excite the K-shell of iron (Efe= 7.083 keV) [13] .
Ni-K radiation therefore generates secondary Fe-K radiation with a very high yield. Consequently Fe-Ni alloys are extremely well suited to investigate whether the parameterless correction procedure sufficiently corrects for fluorescence. Apart from mentioning that the uncorrected concentrations undergo rather serious fluctuations due to local geometry changes it has not yet been demonstrated that fluorescence corrections are actually needed. Therefore in figure 6 the uncorrected iron concentrations of the first analysis of specimen al0 are plotted versus the sum of the net peak integrals of Fe-Ka and Ni-Ka. It is seen from figure 6 that within the transparancy limit at 100 kV the uncorrected Fe concentration undergoes a relative increase of 17% (1.57 at% ). Since this increase cannot be ascribed to an absorption phenomenon, it is entirely caused by the generation of secondary Fe-Ka radiation. The apparant increase of the iron concentration with specimen thickness is a pure fluorescence phenomenon.
All spectra were taken in electron transparent area.
Conclusion.
Experimental results reported elsewhere [16] 
